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Examples

• Sliding Photograph Galleries 

• Cross Browser Multi-page Photograph Gallery 

• Photograph Gallery (this will be the one we are 
focusing on)
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Step One:The 
Images

This example will use 12 medium sized (15-20 KB) images. 
Starting with the basic unordered list in html.  This step will have 
to be repeated for each picture, remembering to close all 
actions at the end:

Make sure you have the correct HTML doctype. Use XHTML 1.0 
or XHTML 1.1, since these are better to use with styling.

<div id="container">
  <ul>
    <li>
      <img src="../images/p1.jpg" alt="Image1" title="Image1" />
      <br />
      Image1
      <br />
      Photo Caption Here. 
    </li>
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Step Two:Adding 
Links and Style 

Information
To use the hover style, change the basic unordered list into a 
unordered list of  links because hover is only allowed to be used 
on links. Use href= “#nogo” instead of  href  “#” just so that it will 
not jump when someone clicks on the page.  This will need to be 
applied to all the images:

<div id="container">
  <ul>
    <li>
      <a class="gallery slidea" 
href="#nogo">
        <span>
          <img src="../images/p1.jpg" 
alt="Image1" title="Image1" />
          <br />
          Image1
          <br />
          Photo Caption Here.
        </span>
      </a>
    </li>
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Step Three: The 
Body

The <body> is first to be styled with the font-family for the whole 
page. Choose any font you like, and the size you think that would be 
appropriate.

body {
   text-align:center;
   font-family: tahoma; arial, sans-serif;
   font-size:76%;
   letter-spacing:0.05em;
   }
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Step Four:The 
Container

To make the gallery a resolution of  800 x 600, limit the #container 
div to a fixed size of  770px wide by 396px high. We have given this 
div a relative position so that we can position the gallery images 
within it using absolute positions. The margins have been given a 
left / right value of  auto so that all browsers, except Internet 
Explorer, will center the div (left / right) on the page.Depending on 
which browser you are using you will see either the images 
overflowing the container or the images held within an expanded 
container. The 'correct' interpretation is that the images should 
overflow the container.

#container {
    position:relative;
    width:770px;
    height:396px;
    margin:20px auto 0 auto;
    border:1px solid #aaa;
    }
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Step Five:Removing 
the Bullets

To style the unordered list bullets and indentation need to be 
removed.

#container ul {
    padding:0;
    margin:0;
    list-style-type:none;
    }
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Step Six: Removing 
the Images

The images and their corresponding text have to be made invisible so 
that they only show up when the thumbnail is scrolled over. This is 
achieved by reducing them to a 1px dot of the upper left corner of each 
image.

#container a.gallery span {
    position:absolute;
    width:1px;
    height:1px;
    top:5px;
    left:5px;
    overflow:hidden;
    background:#fff;
    }
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Step Seven: Adding 
the Thumbnails

Create the thumbnails by reducing the image to 1/4 the size of  their 
original so that they are smaller but still maintain adequate image 
quality. Set the newly resized photos as the background images of  
the their corresponding links in the surrounding list images. During 
this step, coding can also be added to create a small black border 
around each thumbnail and to align the thumbnails to the left. 

#container a.gallery, #container a.gallery:visited {
    display:block;
    color:#000;
    text-decoration:none;
    border:1px solid #000;
    margin:1px 2px 1px 2px;
    text-align:left;
    cursor:default;
    }
#container a.slidea {
    background:url(../images/p1_t.jpg);
    height:93px;
    width:60px;
    }

<< This will need to be repeated for each image.
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Step Eight: Putting 
the Thumbnails in 

Order
The thumbnails currently appear unorganized. To create a more 
professional feel, experiment with different arrangements of  the 
thumbnails. When you have found an arrangement you like, adjust 
the length and width of  the <ul> accordingly, as well as the order of 
the thumbnails, if  necessary. 

#container ul {
    width:198px;
    height:386px;
    }
#container li {
    float:left;
    }

At this point you might choose to align the containing box using the 
"float:" command. You may also decide to add a margin to the <ul> to 
separate it from the container border.

#container ul {
    margin:5px;
    float:right;
    }
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Step Nine: The 
Thumbnail :hover

Add coding to make the black borders of  the thumbnail disappear 
when they are hovered over. This is achieved by changing the 
border colour from black to white in the coding following ":hover".

#container a.gallery:hover {
    border:1px solid #fff;
    }
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Step Ten: The 
Span :hover

Adding the hover feature (span): Give the span an absolute position 
by adjusting the width and height of  the #container div to allow all 
the images, both portrait and landscape, to be displayed in their 
entirety. Also, adjust the top and left margins to centre the images.

#container a.gallery:hover span {
    position:absolute;
    width:372px;
    height:372px;
    top:10px;
    left:75px;
    color:#000;
    background:#fff;
    }

As of  right now, the portrait pictures take up all the available space 
and therefore the text is not visible. This can be fixed by utilizing float 
styling. For example, we can make the text float to the left.

#container a.gallery:hover img {
    border:1px solid #fff;
    float:left;
    margin-right:5px;
    }
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Step Eleven: Extra 
Styling

To mix things up, experimentation can be done to make text float 
one way for certain images and another way for others. This simply 
gives the gallery more variety.

#container a.slideb:hover img, #container a.slidei:hover img {
    float:right;
    }

The only thing left to do now is to improve the appearance of  the 
blank space of  the #container div that exists before a gallery visitor 
scrolls over one of  the images. A background image located within 
the same area as the span :hover will be more visually appealing and 
will also disappear when the thumbnail images are scrolled over.

#container {
    background:#fff url(../images/back.jpg) 75px 10px no-repeat;
    }
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